
CALABRIA CHARM II - Mid Term Rental
1 100€ PCM

Contact us today for more information or to arrange a viewing
+34 933 682 107 - info@chicroomproperties.com - www.chicroomproperties.com

Charming 2-bedroom apartment in Sant Antoni

The total price per month is €1100 of rent + €150 of bills. The apartment can be rented
from 32 days to 11 months.

This charming 2-bedroom apartment in Sant Antoni is modern, bright and full of character.
It has an excellent location near to Plaça d’Espanya and the MNAC and is well connected
to the entire city. It will make a perfect home for a young professional, a stylish couple or
a small family looking to enjoy life in Barcelona.

The apartment is located in a pretty, historic building that has been recently refurbished.
With 50m2 of living space it comes fully furnished with modern furniture and has air
conditioning, a safe and free Wi-Fi. Towels and bedding can also be provided.

The interior can be described as rustically chic, where modern furniture sits alongside
historic features. Exposed brick walls, spectacular Catalan vaulted ceilings and elegant
wrought iron balconies create a perfect balance between new and old. The living space is
very open and is made up of a living room, dining room and kitchen. Floor to ceiling doors
fill  the exterior wall,  allowing an abundance of light to fill  the space. They lead onto two
small balconies, ideal for watching the world go by on the tree-lined street below. Inside,
there is a dining table, a tv and a sofa which can be converted into a sofa bed. A beautiful
lighting system and eye-catching artwork add a sophisticated and warm atmosphere. The
kitchen sits opposite the dining table, making it a perfect space for entertaining guests. It
is very modern, with sleek, white cabinets and comes fully equipped with a ceramic hob,
oven, toaster, coffee maker, kettle, dishwasher and washing machine.

The  2  bedrooms  are  decorated  in  neutral  tones  with  white  walls  and  a  wooden  floor,
making a relaxing environment to suit any taste. The master bedroom has two single
beds, a large wardrobe and a modern en-suite bathroom with a shower. It has access to a
balcony with outdoor furniture and views of the street and the nearby hills of Montjuic. The
second bedroom has a double bed and there is also another bathroom in the property with
a shower.

The apartment has an excellent location in the pretty neighbourhood of Sant Antoni. There
are plenty of restaurants, bars and supermarkets in the area. It is just a few blocks from
the  beautiful  Plaça  d’Espanya,  where  you  will  find  the  Magic  Fountain  of  Montjuïc,  the
National Museum of Art of Catalonia and Las Arenas shopping centre, where there are
more than 100 shops, a cinema and many gastronomic options. The harbour and the
Ciutat Vella are both a 20-minute walk away, however, if you would prefer to catch a train,
the metro station of Poble-Sec is right on your doorstep, a 1 minute walk away.

Contact ChicRoom Properties today to arrange a viewing of this charming 2-bedroom
apartment in Sant Antoni.

NOTE: We have other apartments in the same building, including 1-bedroom apartments
and a 2-bedroom duplex apartment.

See more information about this property on our website.
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1. Particulars: Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by Chicroom Barcelona in the particulars or by word of
mouth or in writing ("information") as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Chicroom Barcelona nor any associated agent has any
authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents, seller(s) or
lessor(s). Prior to the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out a
survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. 2. Photos etc: The photographs show only certain parts of the property as they appeared at the time they were
taken. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser. Any computer generated image gives only an indication as
to how the property may look and this may change at any time. 3. Regulations etc: Any reference to alterations to, or use of, any part of the property does not mean that any
necessary planning, building regulations or other consent has been obtained. A buyer or lessee must find out by inspection or in other ways that these matters have been
properly dealt with and that all information is correct. 4. VAT: The VAT position relating to the property may change without notice. 5. Information on the web-site about a
property is liable to be changed at any time.
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